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THE MESSAGE

AUTODESK’S NOVEL SOFTWARE DOES SUIT A SUBTRACTIVE MACHINING WORLD

®
ProtoTRAK
controlled Milling and Turning
EW
N
n BETTER

New hardware, faster feeds,
24 NEW powerful features.

n EASIER
Now with up to 15.6” touchscreen.

n FASTER
Now you can program your dxf
files with just a few touches.

Call us today to arrange a Desk Top
Demo at your place or a Machine
Demo at any XYZ UK Showroom.

The new ProtoTRAK® KMX RMX controls, now available on the full range of XYZ Turret Mills and Bed Mills
with travels up to 1.5 metres and the RLX control for the Lathes with up to 3 metres BC.

XYZ KMX 1500

XYZ RLX 1630

XYZ KMX 2000

XYZ KMX SLV

XYZ RMX 2500

XYZ RLX 355

Program in under three
minutes with the new
touchscreen DXF file
convertor.
No calculator
required.

XYZ RMX 3500

XYZ RLX 425 - 1.25 and 2 metres

XYZ RMX 4000

XYZ RMX 5000

XYZ RLX 555 - 1, 1.75 and 3 metres

£99
A WEEK
FROM ONLY
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XYZ Turning Centres
XYZ CT 65

available with Live Tooling for one hit machining
including radial engraving, pockets and hexagons.

XYZ CT 65 LTY

SPINDLE 23 HP / 17 kW
200 mm HYDRAULIC CHUCK
65 mm BAR CAPACITY
4500 RPM
SMALL FOOTPRINT

SPINDLE 23 HP / 17 kW
65 mm BAR CAPACITY
4500 RPM
Live tooling
70mm Y axis

XYZ TURNING
CENTRES CONTROL

XYZ TC 400
SPINDLE 43 HP / 32 kW
300mm CHUCK (380mm optional*)
91 mm SPINDLE BORE
78 mm BAR CAPACITY
3300 RPM

*Renishaw
Toolsetting arm
has to be removed

To learn more please call 01823 674200

MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE XYZ UK
All XYZ CNC machine tools come with free training, full 12 month warranty,

XYZ LR CONTROL

XYZ 500 LR

SPINDLE 18 HP / 13 kW
830 x 410 mm TABLE
750 x 440 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8000 RPM SPINDLE
SOLID CASTING 3500 KG

XYZ 750 LR

XYZ 1000 LR

SPINDLE 18 HP / 13 kW
1060 x 500 mm TABLE
1000 x 500 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8000 RPM SPINDLE
SOLID CASTING 4600 KG

SPINDLE 33 HP / 25 kW
720 x 420 mm TABLE
660 x 450 x 500 mm TRAVEL
10,000 RPM SPINDLE
SOLID CASTING 3400 KG

The XYZ 500 LR, XYZ 750 LR and
XYZ 1000 LR frame.

FROM ONLY

£3.26

PER HOUR

For many the LR range offers an ideal opportunity to upgrade and modernise their workshops.

The XYZ
With up to 3 metres X travel the
combined strength of a ‘heavy, solid
ribbed casting’, with ‘boxways and
turcite coated slides’, makes the
XYZ HD range capable of
serious metal removal.
XYZ 2010 HD

Range for Heavy Duty CNC
XYZ 660 HD

XYZ 800 HD

XYZ 1100 HD

XYZ 2510 HD

The XYZ 660 and 800 HD
frame design is similar
on both models of the
HD VMCs. The only
items that change are
box section sizes,
weight and size.

XYZ 1100 HD
base casting
supports the full
X and Y travels
allowing up to
1,500Kg of
table load.

The XYZ 2010 HD, XYZ 2510
HD and XYZ 3010 HD frame.
These XYZ heavyweight VMCs have
6 x ‘hardened box way’ slides on the
Y axis for assured accuracy
across 1,000mm.

XYZ 3010 HD

1 2
3 4

The HD range is for those who need to get the job done.

The XYZ HS for high speed CNC
XYZ HS CONTROLS

XYZ HD CONTROLS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

XYZ 1060 HS

SPINDLE 23 HP / 17 kW

Perfect for the Aerospace
and Mould Making
industries.

1210 x 600 mm TABLE
1020 x 610 x 620 mm TRAVEL
12,000 RPM SPINDLE
(15,000 RPM Optional)
43 M/MIN RAPIDS
CHILLED BALLSCREWS
With three
SOLID CASTING 7500 KG
Y axis linear bearings
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5th axis options

All XYZ Vertical Machining
Centres, except the LR range,
are available with a 5th axis option.

5
axis or 4+1
simultaneous
multi face
SPINDLE 43 HP / 32 kW
300mm CHUCK (380mm optional*)
91 mm SPINDLE BORE
78 mm BAR CAPACITY
3300 rpm SPINDLE
Live tooling
100 mm
Y axis

The ‘Y’ axis of the XYZ TC
320 LTY can travel 50mm
above and below centreline,
100mm total travel. Engraving
and radial engraving, pockets
and hexagons can be easily
machined.

*Renishaw
Toolsetting arm
has to be removed

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

XYZ UMC 4+1

XYZ UMC-5X

For 5 axis (4+1) multi face
or 5 axis simultaneous
machining please see
the XYZ Universal
Machining Centres.

www.xyzmachinetools.com

SHOWROOMS DEVON BLACKBURN NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON
extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.

DIRECT DRIVE
HIGH TORQUE MOTOR

90

RPM

XYZ TC 320 LTY

NO WORM OR WHEEL

Hall 27 Stand A10

K
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XYZ Vertical and Universal Machining Centres
The XYZ LR Range for Low Cost CNC

Intelligent

workpiece handling
The answer’s

YES

1st MTA
For all your workholding requirements

St

The UK’s leading machining accessories supplier.
Email: enquiries@1mta.com Freephone: 0800 783 0510
Fax: 0800 783 0517

www.1mta.com

MTA

MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES

Engineering Data taking
automation to the next
level with the new
generation of palletisation
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Europe’s largest metalcutting-focused manufacturing technology show,
EMO, takes place this September in Hanover. Across 18 halls, some
2,100+ exhibitors will be showing their wares to an anticipated
audience of around 130,000 visitors. But the event’s nature is
changing; it’s becoming less about hardware and more about connecting
it and making it work more effectively
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Last month, Citizen Machinery UK’s West Midlands-based ‘Turning
Centre of Excellence’ saw its official opening, with the ribbon-cutting
undertaken by Citizen Machinery president Keiichi Nakajima; he also
undertook the traditional planting of a cherry tree in the new facility’s
grounds
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Carillon Industrial Services (CIS) opened up its High Wycombe
Productivity Proving Centre in June for a special event that had shopfloor
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Convergence in view
Autodesk has for a few years been talking about the convergence of
design and manufacturing, which sees the two as a single
continuous effort. Within this, designers get tools to help them make
manufacturing choices, while also receiving real-time feedback from
others via cloud-based collaborative workflows.
Autodesk is rooted in the design world, but it became a
mainstream Machinery interest in 2014, when it acquired UK CAM software specialist
Delcam – now simply Autodesk but still at the same Birmingham location. For a while,
the subtractive machining world that ‘Delcam’ software mostly inhabits was not too
visible in Autodesk’s ‘Future of Making Things’ message. The company was very keen
to talk about generative design – a cloud-hosted number-crunching process now
available via Autodesk’s cloud-hosted Fusion 360 software family – that used only to
spit out organic-type structures best made via additive manufacturing (AM), a process
well able to cope with such unusual designs; not so subtractive machining.
But the metal parts manufacturing world will for many years remain a subtractivefocused activity, not least because there is a massive investment in an installed base
of machine tools that isn’t going to be trashed any time soon. Stalemate? No.
Last year (Machinery, March 2018, p10 – http://flk.bz/2H7V), we reported
Autodesk’s unveiling of a capability for generative design to be constrained to produce
parts suited to subtractive machining – described as a “gamechanger” at the time. This
year’s London-hosted edition of Autodesk University in June had more news on this,
with two grand examples presented: generative design linked with multi-axis subtractive
machining for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and plate profiling for Claudius
Peters (both, p10). Said Sam Ramji, vice president, Forge (Autodesk’s cloud-based
developer tools activity) to the assembled audience: “Generative design is practical for
JPL and Claudius Peters, and we are committed to making it practical for each of you.”
A further ‘manufacturing constraint’ for generative design to be added for Fusion 360
users is die-casting, with 2.5-axis milling also promised. Additionally, powered by
aPriori, users can view manufacturing cost estimates for every design result in a
generative study. These tools are set for wider use, too: ‘entitlement’ access to Fusion
360 is being granted to subscribers of non-cloud-hosted software, including PowerMill.
AM is still a key element in Autodesk’s ‘Future of Making Things’ vision, but the
London event showed that even that has found a place within a subtractive machining
process chain. Generative design plus plastic AM have been used to create a fixture to
hold a part during machining.
Convergence and generative design are definitely taking on more meaningful shape
for those operating in the subtractive metal machining sphere. ■
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

ETG adds EDM & 3D printing technology

Yamazaki Mazak Corporation has
made important changes to its
leadership structure. President
Tomohisa Yamazaki is now the
company’s chairman, while vice
president Takashi Yamazaki has
been named as new president.
The transition, which took effect on
24 June to coincide with the
company’s 100th anniversary, is the
result of a long-planned leadership
evolution designed to position the
company for continued growth,
while cementing its ability to
support manufacturers around the
world. https://is.gd/yesapa

Engineering Technology Group
(ETG) has acquired HK Holdings
and all of its subsidiaries from the
Pexion Group.
The deal means that ETG adds
additive manufacturing, including
3D Systems and Markforged, plus
Mitsubishi and OPS-Ingersoll EDM
machines – which include the
fastest EDM model in the world – to
its existing portfolio that includes
Chiron, Nakamura, Quaser,
Hardinge, Bavius and Stama.
Explains Martin Doyle, ETG
managing director: “3D printing, in
particular, has gone through the
‘proving’ stage and is now seen as
a viable way of manufacturing for
subcontractors and OEMs. As a
result, the surge in sales in the
marketplace is huge and expected
to hit $14bn globally by the end of
2020.”
Of the decision to acquire a
business and not just add more
brands, he says: “We had two

Sandvik has acquired a significant
stake in Italian metal additive
manufacturing (AM) firm Beam IT to
strengthen the company’s offer in
metal additive manufacturing. Beam
IT is a privately-owned company
with more than 20 years of
experience within metal AM. The
company is a trusted supplier of
advanced metal AM components to
demanding industries.
https://is.gd/wetati

metrology and quality consultancy.
https://is.gd/gicura

Coventry-based Park Sheet Metal
(PSM) has been acquired by £38m
turnover (2017) private equity group
Rubicon Partners, adding to the
latter’s industrial portfolio.
https://is.gd/imobam

Spring, wire-form and assembly
specialist William Hughes has
expanded its range of services for
the manufacturing industry with the
acquisition of JK Metrology &
Quality Services of Liskeard.
JK Metrology is an established

The Manufacturing Technology
Centre (MTC) has signed a strategic
partnership with Irish Manufacturing
Research (IMR). This Anglo-Irish
link-up aims to increase research,
technology and skills transfer
between the two countries.
https://is.gd/socano

The University of Strathclyde’s
Advanced Forming Research
Centre (AFRC) has been named as
the UK spoke in a northwest Europe

Hurco has opened a training and demonstration centre at Kirklees
College in West Yorkshire. An opening event on 3 July saw the
installation of an additional four WinMax dual-screen consoles to be used
within the classroom area of the facility, as well as a facelift of the current
three Hurco machine tools already in situ. Attending the opening were 19
visitors from 12 companies, with a mix of students wanting to learn about
machining and experienced Hurco users. Local engineering businesses
also came to see how the joint venture between Hurco and Kirklees
College might benefit their apprentices. https://is.gd/wiviju
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ETG managing director Martin Doyle

choices. Look to take on existing
principals and agree new
distribution agreements or
purchase a company that is
already established in the sector
and can boast immediate access
to world-class brands and a whole
host of technical expertise with
their current staff.”
And the Pexion Group is well
known to ETG, in fact, as Doyle
explains: “Pexion Group is a key
account for ETG, with multiple CNC

machines installed across its group
of companies. We knew it was
reviewing how to develop HK
Holdings, so decided we would
approach it about the possibility of
integrating it into our business.
“It’s a perfect fit. We have a
nationwide network of customers
for CNC machining and
automation, and a lot of those
have a need for EDM machines
and additive manufacturing, and
this works the other way, too.”

project designed to transform the
machining sector, helping 1,300
SMEs to stimulate turnover and
employment through the uptake of
Industry 4.0 technologies.

Lightweight Manufacturing Centre
will develop lighter, more efficient
components for high value
industries. https://is.gd/depopo

https://is.gd/ozuzos

Jones & Shipman Hardinge’s UK
operation has relocated to a new
administration, distribution and
demonstration facility on
the Europark at Clifton
Dunsmore, just
outside Rugby.

Previous Secretary of
State for Business,
Energy and
Industrial
Strategy, Greg
Clark, opened
https://is.gd/
the country’s
ipeyok
first R&D testbed facility
Samuel Taylor
L-R: Juergen Maier,
dedicated to
Limited (STL), a
Greg Clark
helping UK
Redditch-based metal
manufacturing
contacts and precision
develop digital solutions.
metal pressings specialist, has
invested over £500,000 in new
https://is.gd/ozinac
machinery and factory space. The
investments are part of a focused
An £8.9 million centre to help
effort to increase capacity and
companies benefit from lightweight
efficiency, and include the purchase
manufacturing technology has been
and commissioning of a forming
officially opened by Scotland’s First
machine (image, next column),
Minister, Nicola Sturgeon. The
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Industrial Tooling Corporation
(ITC) has installed an ANCA MX7
Linear grinding centre, the fourth
ANCA unit and the fifth grinding
centre since ITC extended its
manufacturing facility by over 50%
in 2016. https://is.gd/zenasi

an 80-ton press and an imagebased dimensional measuring
system. https://is.gd/senomi
Renishaw has collaborated with
Domin Fluid Power to help the
company maximise productivity
when designing and manufacturing
direct-drive valves. Using metal
additive manufacturing (AM)
techniques, Domin can now produce
smaller, more efficient drives and
has reduced cycle times from five
and a half hours to just one.

FANUC will host its first ever
‘Manufacturing, Automation and
Digital Transformation’ Open House.
Taking place at its UK headquarters
on 29-31 October 2019, the
company will present a number of
demonstrations and host industry
debate. https://is.gd/inugez
The Seco Tools’ Inspiration
through Innovation (9-10 October)
brand identity has been machined
from solid on a 5-axis machining

https://is.gd/zocote

Product pick 10
hyperMILL latest version
The 2019.2 version of hyperMILL CAM
from Open Mind offers a range of newly
developed features that include high
precision 3D finishing, 5-axis tangent
machining, high performance turning
and new CAD-for-CAM technologies.
https://is.gd/ukiquz

LVD high speed press brake
LVD’s Dyna-Press 40/15 Pro is a high speed electric-drive press brake. The
40-tonne machine features a 1,500 mm working length and a 5-axis back gauge.
https://is.gd/xodemo

Arno drilling offer expanded
Arno Werkzeuge has strengthened its range of drilling tools with: the AKB short-hole
drill, 14–55 mm diameter, 5xD; Shark-Drill, an indexable insert drill for diameters
of 9.5–114 mm; and SHARK-Drill2, a drilling system that combines the advantages
of a solid carbide twist drill with interchangeable cutting inserts, 14–32 mm
diameter and up to 8xD. https://is.gd/kusego

Holroyd offers users choice of HMI

Gewefa UK has secured its biggest
single order for grinding arbors –
along with a large quantity of collet
chucks – for use with newly
commissioned Magerle MFP 100
grinding and milling centres.

Holroyd Precision is now offering three CNC control/HMI configurations with its
helical rotor production centres. https://is.gd/orunin

Javelin MRP software better supports tracking problems
The most important update in Javelin 2020.0 MRP software from Hexagon is geared
towards tracking, logging and actioning things that have gone wrong.

https://is.gd/edisos

https://is.gd/okivoh

Birmingham-based metalstamping specialist Brandauer has
spent £600,000 on a Yamada
Dobby NXT 80XL high speed press.
https://is.gd/ohipot

Correction: P47 of our July issue
used an incorrect picture. Below is
senior manufacturing engineer and
additive team lead at the University
of Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming
Research Centre Stephen
Fitzpatrick; the picture used was of
AFRC’s Dr Michael Ward. Apologies
to both: online version updated.

centre by company technician
apprentice Emma Roberts (above).
https://is.gd/sifece

 ew and recently launched
N
Doosan machines, as well as Mills
CNC’s latest industrial and
collaborative robot solutions, will be
on show on 9 and 10 October at
Mills CNC’s Technology Campus
facility in Leamington.
https://is.gd/soride

In-Comm Training, which supported
more than 2,500 people
with apprenticeships
and upskilling in
2018, has promoted
Chris Reeves to
operations director.
He will oversee the
further expansion of
its academies in
Aldridge, Bridgnorth
and Shrewsbury.

Parting & grooving system for sliding-head lathes
Floyd Automatic Tooling has introduced the Evocut-Line parting and grooving
system. It incorporates a compact design, simplified insert changeovers and
compatibility with platen-type tooling configurations. https://is.gd/ohiquv

Schunk automation module
Schunk has developed the Vero-S NSE-A3 138 automation module specifically for
automated machine-tool loading, as well as applications in handling, assembly and
other automation technologies. https://is.gd/faguhi

Drilling & countersinking of carbide & ceramic materials
Horn’s CVD-coated, diamond-tipped tool system DDHM is for the cost-effective
drilling and countersinking of sintered carbides and ceramics of hardness up to
3,000 Hv. https://is.gd/juxada

Parting-off additions
The Walter Cut MX has four cutting edges and is for small parts
up to 12 mm diameter, with the two-edge Walter Cut GX34 for
work up to 65 mm diameter. https://is.gd/axerut

Schunk five-fingered, human-like gripper
Schunk’s SIH gripper is more flexible than other gripping hands
having pull-cable mechanisms (left). https://is.gd/azijiy

https://is.gd/zedebu
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Generation
generative
The London-based edition of Autodesk University provided a push to the company’s cloud-hosted
design-to-production collaborative software, Fusion 360, which was also extended; saw cloud- and
desktop-hosted production software offerings move closer together; and showed generative design
capability brought to bear more broadly in a subtractive environment. Andrew Allcock was there

Above:
Erin Bradner,
director of
robotics, spoke
about
Autodesk’s
research
approach at
Autodesk
University,
Tobacco Dock,
London, in June.
Inset: Sam
Ramji, vice
president, Forge
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‘T

he opportunity of better’ – doing or making more
with less. That was the headline theme for this
year’s event. In a world where population
continues to grow and that population gets richer and
wants to consume things, the challenge is to achieve
this at the same time as reducing resources – people,
time, materials, energy – required. As Sam Ramji, vice
president, Forge (Autodesk’s cloud-based developer tools
activity), said: “More is inevitable...We have to
fundamentally rethink the way we make things…It is
both a massive challenge and a massive opportunity.”
Doing more with less is a design-focused solution for
the most part, but whereas a couple of years back
generative design would have been linked strongly with
additive manufacturing (AM) at the production end for
metal components, Autodesk’s (https://is.gd/litoha)
message has progressed, with subtractive processes
now also driven by this technology.
Generative design employs a constraint-based
approach (for example location positions, loads, forces,
access) that uses powerful cloud-hosted computing to
crunch the numbers, spitting out hundreds, if not
thousands, of design solutions that satisfy those

constraints. Cloud-hosted Fusion 360 gained generative
design capability in June last year and this is now an
approach that is additionally constrained for production
employing certain subtractive machining processes.
For example, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory is
using generative design in its efforts to deliver a space
vehicle suitable for landing on one of Jupiter’s moons
(video: https://is.gd/fezamu). While some of its structure
can make use of the organic designs that result (via
moulds/patterns that cast parts rather than directly
using AM), for the vehicle’s legs a subtractive machining
approach was desired. Fusion 360 includes algorithms
that constrain the design output for 3- or 5-axis
machining, so this capability was employed.
From a leading-edge application to something more
mundane but with an immediate payback on reducing
resource consumption – cement production. Ramji cited
German firm Claudius Peters as a company benefiting
from generative design to help it redesign a key
component in its cement grinding mills. The company
wants to reduce the environmental impact of its
equipment – cement is responsible for 8% of all global
CO2 emissions/annum, with half of that figure created
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during the production process.
Claudius Peters looked at the design of its cast iron
clinker cooling pans, which have to move 13,000
tonnes/day – clinker is limestone and clay, ground and
then heated to 1,450 °C. To be used in the next stage of
the process, it must be cooled to room temperature as it
is held in the pans, of which there are 50-60 per clinker
cooling system. The company used generative design to
originate a new pan design that employed the least
amount of material possible, reducing stored heat and
speeding cooling. The outcome was an organic design
some 40% lighter that also offered higher performance
than its best existing design. But it was not suited to
subtractive manufacture, only additive.
However, the company’s engineers finally translated
this into a design that could be made from laser-cut
plates welded together. This design was 25% lighter,
quicker to make, less expensive by €100/pan, reduced
shipping costs, avoided the import of cast pans from
Turkey or India (where coal is used to generate energy
used in the casting process) and allowed local
manufacture. For its customers, the company’s
equipment saves €1m/year versus competitor offerings
and that translates to the removal of 12,000 vehicles
from the road, Ramji added, concluding: “Generative
design is practical for JPL and Claudius Peters, and we
are committed to making it practical for each of you.”
(Claudius Peters full story: https://is.gd/ojihep.)
A more immediately relevant and highly innovative
application of generative design, this time combined with
plastic AM, was highlighted at the two-day event.
Autodesk has worked with Matsuura Machinery (https://
is.gd/voxovu) to produce a plastic fixture suitable for
holding an aluminium part during machining on a
Matsuura 5-axis machining centre. The drive for this
solution was a time-based one; the turnaround time for
the parts would not tolerate the lead time for the design
and manufacture of traditional metal fixturing. Matsuura,
of course, is also a UK agent for HP AM machines, so
has the technology to produce such a plastic fixture.
The constraints for the Fusion 360-based generative
design process took in fixture-table location/bolt holes,
fixture-billet location/bolt holes, machining forces (online
calculators are available) and access to all sides of the
part in support of 5-axis machining of all five sides of the
part. There are no threads in the fixture, only bolt holes,
while datum location surfaces are machined after 3D
printing. In fact, material and machining process
constraints were also part of the mix to compare
manufacturing routes, with AM/Nylon chosen for its
speed of manufacture, with up to two fixtures made
automatically, overnight. It is also much lighter than a
metal fixture, so handling is easier, while most of the
material can be recycled. Underlines Matsuura
Machinery marketing executive Ian Mitchie: “Sometimes
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you have to wait weeks for workholding to be made; now
we can cut those weeks down to hours; down to hours.”
(Videos: https://is.gd/uhiwiy, https://is.gd/desija, https://
is.gd/ularev.)
Autodesk technical sales specialist Kevin Shaw, who
was involved with this project, also revealed that a
company making 300 metal fixtures/year is looking to
boost that to 600 this year by adopting this generative
design and plastic AM approach.
Moving more fully into the manufacturing environment,
Autodesk has both desktop and cloud-hosted
manufacturing software, more particularly CAM. Its
desktop offerings take in PowerMill, Feature CAM and
Partmaker. In the cloud, it has Fusion 360, which has a
CAM capability. Fusion 360 does not have much traction
here in the UK, but the offering of ‘entitlement’ to
subscribers of non-cloud-hosted software, including
PowerMill, should see that change. What’s more, Fusion
360 itself has been given more capability. It now
features CAM manufacturing extensions available
through flexible activation, providing access only when
required. Also, newly developed cost insights have been
integrated for generative design, powered by aPriori.
These will, for the first time ever, allow users to view
manufacturing cost estimates for every design result in a
generative study. Two more manufacturing constraints
have been added to the generative design workspace –
die-casting, with 2.5-axis milling to follow soon (full
details: https://is.gd/ijuyuk.)
Fusion 360 product manager Steve Hooper explains
that elements of PowerMill, FeatureCAM, PowerInpect
and Netfabb have been incorporated within Fusion 360,

Above:
Autodesk’s
Kevin Shaw
holds the
3D-printed
plastic fixture
used to support
5-axis
machining of a
metal
component,
below
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PowerMill and
Fusion 360 can
work together,
explains Robert
Walker, Senior
technical
marketing
manager,
Autodesk

hence the new manufacturing extensions, but adds that
the idea is not to make Fusion 360 CAM and those
desktop systems identical; the former favours ease of
use versus the latter’s deeper, more expansive, powerful
and automatic toolpath editing/control facilities for
specialists.
So, if you’ve got PowerMill CAM, why would you want
to use Fusion 360 CAM? Well, the event set out to
highlight just this in a presentation. There is overlap
between the capabilities of the two, but each also has
exclusive areas of coverage: Fusion 360 includes
advanced design tools and exclusively boasts CAM for

waterjet, laser cutting and multi-spindle turning, while
PowerMill exclusively supports complex multi-axis milling,
tool axis editing, toolpath editing, plus specialist
strategies and robotics support.
But the two products can complement each other.
PowerMill is well known for its 3D machining capabilities,
having deep roots in the mould tool design and related
machining process. Outside cavity/core details, however,
there are more mundane mould tool parts to program/
machine. Why tie up your expert CAM system and
programmer on such simple tasks? Use Fusion 360 CAM
for that, is the suggestion.
Fusion 360 can also be employed to support the
sketching up of tool models and export them into
PowerMill as STL files or used to design fixtures for use
in PowerMill. Simulating toolpaths in PowerMill, with the
full machine environment modelled, will reveal whether
the fixture is suitable or whether there are clashes; if the
latter, the fixture design can be modified and the
toolpaths simulated again, before any metal is cut for
either fixture or part.
Autodesk’s novel software and its message of designmanufacturing convergence is increasingly relevant to
subtractive metal machinists (see also p7). ■

Nurturing innovation
Erin Bradner, director of robotics, spoke about Autodesk’s research
approach and cited a couple of examples of how teams and
facilities are put to work. First, via collaboration.
A stylised bridge made from some 500 steel tube sections that
are welded together, designed by architect Scott Mitchell, who leads
the architecture studio at the University of Southern California, was
a challenge presented. A fixture to support its manufacture would
be as complicated as the bridge itself. ‘What about robots?’,
Mitchell thought. Could a robot position all 500 parts such that a
man could then weld them? No. He knew that to program a typical
assembly line robot takes days; so, 500 parts equals some 500
days. That wasn’t going to be the solution. Further, because the
sequence of build was not firm, any solution needed to be flexible.
He approached Autodesk, whose researchers had recently
linked software packages Mimic and Maya – Autodesk’s
Mimic is a free and open-source plugin for Autodesk Maya
that enables simulation, programming and control of 6-axis
industrial robots; Maya is employed more typically in the
media and entertainment industry, controlling the motion of
animated characters.
The upshot is a solution that sees the
robot program automatically created by the
design file itself, with any order of build
supported. The robot moves to the correct
position because every beam of the bridge
design ‘knows its place’, so different assembly
sequences could be modelled and remodelled,
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as required. Mitchell was able to secure a residency at Autodesk,
Boston, where he had access to the large robots required to bring
the solution alive. As an aside, Bradner highlights traditional robots’
lack of APIs as a barrier to driving forward robot-based
developments such as CAD-driven automated assembly of jigs. APIs
give third parties direct access to robot motion control.
Autodesk also cultivates innovation, bringing researchers, startups and customers into its facilities, offering them space and
equipment to bring their new innovations to life. Three hundred-plus
individuals are brought into the company’s four such locations each
year (one of those is Birmingham, for additive, subtractive and
hybrid machining innovation).
A current manufacturing example involves a start-up called
Overview. Originated by a couple of ex-Tesla engineers who are
resident at the San Francisco centre, it is focused on the
reconfigurable micro-factory. Overview is developing a machinelearning vision system for production processes. Its approach
involves an inexpensive camera watching machines in
cycle making in-tolerance parts over a period of time –
(
Haas (https://is.gd/fucuba)
machining centres in
Autodesk’s facility are being used (image, p10). A cloudhosted machine-learning algorithm learns what perfect
‘looks like’. When it sees something imperfect, it flags
it. There is no pre-programming and no hard-coded rules
for this vision system – a shadow might fool such a
set-up, for example, but machine-learning will get to
understand what that looks like.
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Smart gathering
Europe’s largest metalcutting-focused manufacturing technology show, EMO, takes place this September
in Hanover. Across 18 halls, some 2,100+ exhibitors will be showing their wares to an anticipated
audience of around 130,000 visitors. But the event’s nature is changing; it’s becoming less about
hardware and more about connecting it and making it work more effectively. Andrew Allcock has more

E

MO shows are held every other year,
with a current cycle of GermanyGermany-Italy operating. Germany-held
EMO shows especially are a major event as
so much of Europe’s’ machine tool industry
can be found in that country. And that
industry is keen to showcase its latest
developments on home soil. But, today,
that doesn’t automatically mean hardware
developments, of course. More and more
the innovation resides in software,
networked technology/people and data
collection/analysis – Industry 4.0 or the
Smart Factory. As the organiser said at a
pre-show event: “EMO Hanover will be
addressing one of the biggest challenges
facing the industry with its ‘Smart
technologies driving tomorrow’s
production!’ theme.”
Says Christoph Miller, director
exhibitions, VDW (German Machine Tool
Builders’ Association): “What is decisive for
intelligent factories is the comprehensive
networking of people, plants and business
processes along the entire value chain.”
Networking in industry is gaining
momentum much faster because greater
processor power is now available, which
makes the processing of large amounts of
data possible. According to estimates by
the international market research institute
Strong global position – CECIMO,
which brings together 15 national
machine tool builder associations that
represent approximately 1,500 industrial
enterprises in Europe, says that output
from its membership grew by 9% in 2018,
reaching a record €27.5 billion. Global
output grew at just 1% to reach €79.7
billion. Europe produces 35% of all
machine tools globally.
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Sandvik
Coromant will
be highlighting
its connected
cutting tool
solutions

International Data Corporation, 30 billion
private and industrial ‘endpoints’ could be
networked worldwide by 2020, the event
organiser adds.
Smart technologies are the key to
greater productivity, better quality and more
flexibility, which are established goals for
production technology developments.
Digitalisation and intelligent factory
networking allows for process monitoring or
predictive maintenance, which can now go
one step further with self-learning machines
based on smart data and data analysis.
These create the basis for new business
models like the platform economy (apps,
services), allowing customers and providers
to boost efficiency.
The top priority of almost every EMO
exhibitor is to offer creative new solutions.
New Industry 4.0 concepts are emerging in
all areas: for machines, components,
controls, measuring systems and material
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flows. “We are convinced that EMO Hanover
2019 will be a hotspot for new offerings
and solutions for the smart factory,”
Miller asserts.
Although many exhibition stands will
have some sort of Industry 4.0 offer, the
show will have specific dedicated areas.
The first is an ‘IoT in Production’ area,
reserved for exhibitors in the fields of
control technology, software and
automation technology. Established control
manufacturers such as Beckhoff, Bosch,
FANUC, Heidenhain and Siemens will be
found there, as well as platform
consortiums such as Adamos and Axoom.
In addition to those manufacturing industry
names, Miller says the exhibits here will
span a wider section of technology
suppliers: “We know that this exhibition
area also offers a highly attractive
environment for IT providers such as IBM,
HP, GE, SAP, Microsoft Oracle, Telekom
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and others, if they want to boost their
business with manufacturers of production
technology.”
In the ‘Industry 4.0 area – smart
solutions for your business’ section,
innovative companies and research
institutes will present intelligent solutions.
These will include intelligent components
for process monitoring or operator support,
solutions that ensure smooth data flow with
maximum data security, and more. This
special show will also present the current
state of scientific development.
The ‘Industry 4.0 Trend Forum’ sees the
VDW join forces with the software
association of the VDMA (German
Engineering Federation) to organise a high
calibre forum on the latest Industry 4.0 and
machine learning trends, including
presentations and panel discussions that
will run throughout the EMO exhibition.
But a connected world requires standard
interfaces and a standard data format (or a
mapping capability). The development of
such a standard has been driven by the
VDW, together with eight well-known
German machine tool manufacturers and all
major control suppliers. Called ‘umati’
(universal machine tool interface), it is
based on the OPC UA standard and
provides neutral and open connection of

machines to higher level IT systems,
allowing data from different machine
manufacturers using different control
systems be transferred to ERP and MES
systems or into the cloud. A joint working
group was set up for OPC UA at the end of
2018 and the international machine tool
community is now able to participate in
revising and disseminating the standard.
Umati will be presented in its final form
at EMO, with the goal being to present a
complete implementation of the
specification, together with a larger number
of partners, currently around 50. “The VDW
is assuming that the first products will also
be offered in which preconfigured OPC UA
servers are integrated directly into the
respective control units, based on the
specification,” Miller says.
To date, more than 20 umati use cases
have been defined. These include at-aglance overview of production, program
progress and machine status, handling of a
production order, creation of error statistics
and operating status in a time stream –
they are described by over 100 relevant
parameters.
Small- and medium-sized companies, in
particular, are counting on being able to
connect their machines effectively in order
to participate in the new IoT developments,

Machine tool design & Industry 4.0:
excerpt taken from an interview with
Berndt and Hubert Heller (past managers
of Gebr. Heller Maschinenfabrik GmbH) –
Hubert Heller: “The fact that it will be
possible to acquire an increasing amount
of data in the future has no impact on the
concept of the machine. And, allow me to
raise the question: what are we going to
do with the masses of data? Who will
process them and who will draw the right
conclusions? What we should ask
ourselves is how great will be the effort
involved and how great the resulting
benefit. Above all, every future machine
concept will be tailored to our customers’
needs. The customer decides what he
wants – no one else.” (Full interview:
https://is.gd/oqucow)
it is suggested. Such standardised plugand-play technology will allow them to
concentrate on their core competences and
not demand they be IT experts – basically,
just like today’s home computing
technology. The individual elements in a
connected chain of manufacturing
technology equipment are today almost
taken as a given – they do what is required,
repeatedly and reliably. It’s increasingly
becoming about exploiting that ‘taken as a

Tool & cutter grinder
expert Walter explains
its technology at 2017’s
edition of EMO
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Europe’s pre-eminent CNC innovator, Siemens, will introduce its Sinumerik ONE CNC,
which has powerful hardware and software to support the creation of a digital twin

given’ capability.
Additive manufacturing is closely
connected to Industry 4.0 in that it is a
purely data-driven process. Clever software
takes care of the manufacturing process
bit, for the most part.
According to a recent VDMA survey,
almost half the companies in the German
mechanical engineering sector, for
example, are already using additive
components. About half of those surveyed
also use their own 3D printing systems to
produce prototypes and samples. However,
44% also print spare parts, serial parts and
tools. About a quarter of the printed parts
are made of metal.
And since around one fifth of EMO 2017
visitors responding to a visitor survey said
they were interested in 3D printing, this
year’s event sees the introduction of the
Additive Manufacturing Circle group
pavilion. ■
See over page for Industry 4.0 exhibit
information.
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Artificial intelligence & a changing workforce – Francisco Betti, head of advanced
manufacturing Industry, World Economic Forum, has highlighted the unique role that
machine tool companies play today to transform factories and business models. He has
also stressed the critical nature of talent and skills in the future of advanced
manufacturing and in keeping pace with changes prompted by artificial intelligence and
other technologies, and the need for strengthened multi-stakeholder collaboration.
Filip Geerts, CECIMO director general, has called for “a massive skills upgrade of the
European workforce to catch up with the rapid transformation of industry. Developing and
introducing artificial intelligence in manufacturing requires special core skills, which need
to be carefully fostered to secure EU’s leadership in this field”.
According to a McKinsey study, artificial intelligence could create an estimated
potential value of $500 billion to $0.7 trillion in predictive maintenance across the supply
chain management and manufacturing sectors globally.
Dr Roland Feichtl, CECIMO president, has stated: “Machine tool companies who
consider the option of building their own AI solutions will need to consider whether they
have the capacity to attract and retain artificial intelligence talent to be able to integrate
these technologies in their manufacturing processes.” Thomas Schneider, managing
director research & development at Trumpf Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH + Co. KG, has
underlined the importance of artificial intelligence for achieving the next level of Industry
4.0, while according to Andreas Rauch, head of digital business at GF Machining
Solutions: “AI will be our natural path for zero-defect manufacturing and is the glue for
future multi-technology solutions.”
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Exhibitor Industry 4.0 news in brief
Next month’s show issue will carry full exhibitor news available to
us, but here we focus on the Industry 4.0 element of several
companies’ exhibition presence
Castrol SmartControl is an automated, real-time condition
monitoring solution. It is designed to improve metalworking fluid
(MWF) management, minimise errors and maintain fluids
and their performance by integrating Castrol’s XBB
MWFs with Industry 4.0 technology. SmartControl
measures concentration, pH level, conductivity,
temperature and volume flow. Hall 6 H51
Chiron (Engineering Technology Group) is
extending its SmartLine programme with
ConditionLine and ProtectLine. ConditionLine
allows precise planning of maintenance work and
repairs, detecting abnormal operating behaviour and wear in a
timely manner. ProtectLine has a preventative function in
protecting physical machining centers from collisions by employing
a digital twin. The virtual machining centre always runs ahead of
the real one and shuts it down in good time, if there are any
collision risks. Hall 12, C06
DMG Mori will present: integrated digitisation comprising
intelligent services and applications with integral connectivity for
networked production (all new machines will, in their standard
versions and at no extra cost, have an IIoT interface compliant with
MQTT, MTconnect and umati); over 30 digital innovations, including
new CELOS APPs, extensive DMG Mori monitoring, efficient
production planning and control, as well as web-based
maintenance optimisation; ‘my DMG MORI’, a customer portal for
more transparency, quality and speed in all service processes;
additive manufacturing, an open process chain from simulation and
build, through to service and consulting. Hall 2
Gefertec’s 3DMP (3D Metal Print – MT Squared) arc-weldingbased additive manufacturing process is now available in a new
version: the arc405. Also, a new process head, ARC QM Head,
with integrated melt bath control for quality monitoring will be
presented. Hall 9, Stand K03
In the Industry 4.0 area, Heidenhain will join OPS-Ingersoll and
Haimer in showing intelligent data management in an automated
manufacturing environment. This will include predictive job
planning, with the Heidenhain TNC 640 featuring Batch Process
Manager and StateMonitor software. Hall 9, Stand I32/F32
Mazak’s stand will feature demonstrations of Industry 4.0
solutions, including Mazak iSMART factory and its Smooth CNC
Technology. Hall 27, Stand B52
MachineMetrics (Seco Tools) will unveil a new application,
MachineMetrics Service. The company claims that it is the
industry’s first AI-driven remote machine monitoring solution.
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It offers a predictive analytics application on the MachineMetrics
Industrial IoT platform that allows service teams to remotely
monitor and manage machine assets in the field and at customer
sites, in real-time. Benefits are: faster service when customers
have problems; on-site service visits cut by 10-20%; optimisation
of preventative maintenance plans; validation of warranty
claims; and identification of new service opportunities
through predictive maintenance pre- and
post-warranty period. Hall 9, Stand G15
Okuma (NCMT) will highlight 3D Virtual
Monitor, which allows manufacturers to
simulate and test an entire machining
process in advance, and Connect Plan,
which offers real-time data capture, even
from third-party units. Okuma will connect all
its machine tools at EMO via Connect Plan. Hall 27, Stand D6
On a dedicated AM stand (I23) in Hall 9, Renishaw will
demonstrate its range of products for high quality, productive metal
additive manufacturing technologies, including its latest system;
the four-laser RenAM 500Q.
Sandvik Coromant’s presence will have a strong Industry 4.0
focus, with new digital solutions for machining processes and
efficient connected manufacturing. A new solution enables sensorequipped tools, such as the Silent Tools Plus solution, to send
data directly to machines, allowing monitoring and control in real
time. Hall 5, Stand B06
Siemens will unveil its Sinumerik ONE CNC, which has powerful
hardware and software to create a digital twin. For machine tool
builders it accelerates machine development and introduction,
while maintaining quality. Users benefit from faster commissioning
times, plus they can also set up more quickly, run parts in the
virtual environment and improve performance during production.
Training can also be carried out separately from the real machine.
A new Edge app, ‘AnalyzeMyWorkpiece /Monitor’, continuously
monitors production, capturing a wide range of measured values
that are compared continuously to a reference model, optimising
quality during production. Hall 9, Stand H50; Hall 25, Stand A01
Soraluce (TW Ward CNC Machinery) will showcase: DAS+ (chatter
elimination during machining); intelligent damping solutions that
maximise chip removal capacity during machining; VSET, a
simplified clamping system able to provide time savings for
alignment of up to 70%; and Smart HMI, an intuitive, ergonomic
and easy-to-use intelligent interface. Hall 13, Stand B38
TDM Systems GmbH will present its TDM WebCatalog for the first
time. This cloud application will be available to customers with
TDM Global Line 2019 and TDM 2019 as of August. Current tool
data from leading firms such as ARNO, Hoffman Tools, Sandvik
Coromant and Walter are included. Hall 9, Stand F24.
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The 5-axis machine you’ve always
wanted is now available
GENOS M460V-5AX
When customers asked us to bring an affodable, highperformance 5-axis machine to market, we accepted the
challenge.
The result
is Page
our new
32127_MACH_Vollmer
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14:35
1 GENOS M460V-5AX,
a next-generation vertical machining centre that offers
unrivalled accuracy and productivity at an affordable
price point.
At Okuma, your feedback becomes our mission.
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SUBCONTRACTING SHEET METALWORK SOURCING INNOVATION

Buyers of sheet metal
parts now have a
single-source solution
– Fractory

Online capacity
brokerage
An Estonia-headquartered business is bringing customers for, and suppliers of, sheet metalwork
together via an online quotation platform. Andrew Allcock spoke to one of the company’s founders

www.machinery.co.uk

inventory and everything that goes into
pricing, but there was nothing connecting the
two streams of information. That is where
the idea of Fractory was born, to automate
the communication between two ‘layers’ that
are already in the market.”
Together with joint co-founders Joosep
Merelaht and Rein Torm, Fractory was
established in July 2017 in Estonia.
Headquartered in Tartu and today employing
16 there, the company launched its first
product in November that year, aiming at the
Nordic and Baltic markets, but it drew UK
attention. “We started to pick up traction in
the UK, which we saw as the best potential
market for us to tackle next. The UK is also
one of the biggest markets in Europe.”
The company now has five people located
in its Manchester office and is looking to add
more. Already 50% of Fractory’s orders
originate from the UK, and the supplier
network takes in 50+ machines in the UK
and a further 150+ in Europe, taking in
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland and
Sweden. Customers originate in all of those
countries where machines are, plus
Belgium, Netherlands and Norway, plus,
more surprisingly, the USA and Australia.
So, what is it that Fractory actually
offers? Easy online sourcing for laser/
plasma-cut sheet or tube, plus bending,
based on uploaded part files – 3D models
(.stp and .step files). Fractory is an
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intermediary – a platform for suppliers and a
single-source contact for customers.
“We don’t own any manufacturing equipment
ourselves. Our platform is between the
customers and suppliers. All the software
that is the core of our business is developed
by us; we started from scratch, building it
from the middle of 2017. We have
developed it further and further;
five members of our team in
Estonia are software developers –
everything from design to data
science – taking in input from our
customers and suppliers. Rather than going
out and building a huge system beforehand,
we launched with a very simple product and
are constantly developing, making sure we
deliver what the market wants and needs.”
All suppliers use the same software to
support quoting; that is where Fractory

Tartu
dikobrazik /adobe.stock.com

M

artin Vares is one of three founders
of Fractory (https://fractory.com), an
online brokerage operation that
connects vetted, existing sheet metalworking
suppliers to customers.
An Estonian national, Vares is a degreeeducated mechanical engineer who worked
at engineering companies that included
those involved in making pressure vessels
and natural gas drilling equipment. Custom
manufactured parts were the order of the
day, with all manufacturing of those parts
outsourced, including sheet metal items,
meaning that the co-founder was himself
personally confronted with the problem that
Fractory is now solving. That problem is
“outsourcing and its complications; high
consumption of time and inefficiency”.
More specifically, he explains:
“Sometimes I would spend half of my week
trying to contact different suppliers and
finding the best solution. Of course, I could
have done it the simple way and gone to just
one of them, accept whatever price and lead
time they offered but, as an engineer, I
always have to improve, so that meant I was
spending a lot of time on it.
“That’s when I discovered that I have all
the information that manufacturing
companies need readily available for
production, pricing and providing the times
and so on, with manufacturing companies on
the other side knowing their machinery,
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started, Vares explains. “We developed an
algorithm that is able to calculate, as
precisely as any other method, how much it
costs to produce one or another part. The
manufacturing companies are able to put
their input into the system, which is then
used to calculate the prices.
“But that produced a little too much
unwanted overhead for the manufacturing
companies, and the input was changing in
time. So we changed our model a bit, such
that now we are providing the pricing, taking

the order.” That’s why, perhaps, that he
reports that there is currently “a bit of a
waiting list” to join in many regions (not in
the UK because it is still quite new), although
he adds that the challenge is more on the
customer side. “We want to make sure that
we have enough work for the suppliers that
we have in our network, but also that they
are maintaining quality levels and working
closely together with us.”
So the more customers Fractory gets, the
more suppliers will be required in the
network, he says, adding to the current 25.
And the co-founder says that Fractory is
making sure that suppliers do not become
over-dependent on it for work: “We want to
be a top-tier client for them, yes, but we also
want to allow them freedom.”

IT’S A GLOBAL AFFAIR

Martin Vares

into account the same input received from
the manufacturers and their machinery, and
adding on top of it current and historic
market data to arrive at a price that is good
for the customer and manufacturer.”
Basically, Fractory is a quoting service,
drawing on freely given supplier factory/
machine data to support it. “In the end, it all
comes down to providing access to those
manufacturers and suppliers who, at this
point in time, want work and whose profile
exactly fits the job.”
Now, before the customer sees the quote,
it is presented back to the supplier to see
whether it is happy with price and lead time;
if not, it doesn’t have to accept the job.
“They are not tied to us. There is nothing
visible online, if they don’t accept it. We then
go to the next best supplier and do the same
thing. Currently, we see that this process
never goes beyond the second-best quote.”
The company sets itself apart from
competition, explains Vares, by not charging
its supply network for being members.
“[For suppliers] Fractory is a zero-investment
solution in getting your foot in the Industry
4.0 revolution, so to say. We take a cut from
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Now, sheet metalwork is most typically a
national, even local affair, since bent sheet
metal products are predominantly air, so
shipping empty boxes around the world
doesn’t make sense. So, what is the draw
for companies as far away as the USA and
Australia? Four pallets 2 m tall of folded
boxes went to the USA recently, for example.
They couldn’t find a suitable company within
budget and timeframe, says Vares, who adds
more generally: “In the beginning, we knew
that there was going to be cross-border
movement of parts in Europe, where there
are some quite small countries, but we didn’t
really imagine that it would be economic to
transport parts to the other side of the globe.
Yet it turns out that it is economic.
“It all comes down to what is available at
the moment. If you are a sole buyer and you
only order once a month, you probably won’t
have established a good supplier network
that you can rely on. So, when you send out
the enquiry, you won’t know which supplier is
able to satisfy the requirement at what price
and in what time. On the other hand, Fractory
is a single point of contact that is able to
provide everything needed by the customer,
with us sending enquiries only to those that
need the work right now and who are the
most suitable suppliers. There is no point
sending a 15 mm stainless steel plate
cutting job to a supplier with a 2 kW laser
profiler. The result will be long processing
time and poor quality, but some suppliers
would accept such a job, because they need

them to fill capacity. That can’t happen with
Fractory; we know what machines suppliers
have and what their capabilities are.”
Advantages for the supplier network seem
clear. Fractory is a regular customer (the real
customers are invisible to suppliers) that
itself pools suitable work from a network of
companies across a wide geographic area,
even globally, to which it actively promotes –
a great many suppliers operate locally and
undertake little to no marketing, relying to a
large part on a pool of established clients.
For the customer, the network is a preapproved, tightly-managed network that
delivers quality product via Fractory (the
customer does not know who the supplier
is). “We keep things closed because for
customers it is not important, as long as
quality and delivery are met. Fractory takes
on the role of ensuring that quality, lead time
and shipment are maintained, taking care of
things when there are any issues – its
manufacturing, things do go wrong
sometimes – taking all the risk in making
sure the service is delivered and that
suppliers do not repeat any mistakes, so
protecting all customers from any issues with
a supplier in our network. If there were direct
communication between customer and
supplier, we would not be able to apply
control and guarantee quality, and so on.
“Fractory is not just a software company,
we introduce best practices in all processes
to suppliers in the network – mandatory
quality standards, for example. And the
suppliers welcome this, because they can’t
think of everything; there isn’t the
information out there to guide them on
various aspects of their business. We bring
in all that best practice to them from a single
source.”
Fractory claims some 500 user accounts
taking in around 350 unique clients (some
users employ the service merely as a
budgeting tool) and says it has made some
300,000+ parts. Having served some 175
customers in its first year, it doubled that in
the first quarter of this year and has a goal of
hitting a “four-figure number by the end of
this year”. Growing revenues by five times
this year is another goal. Such ambitions are
built on solid ground, it seems – the
company has powerful backing, having just
closed a new round of investment of a ninefigure nature. ■
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TOOLING TRACK RECORD & FOCUS UNDERPIN CONTINUING SUCCESS

Ingrained
innovation

Matthew Ford’s first business was making the
Packsnug luggage system for cars such as this
Inset: top, UK managing director David Ward;
below, MA Ford CEO Robert Hill

USA-headquartered solid carbide round shank cutting tool manufacturer MA Ford is celebrating 100
years, with its UK subsidiary having notched up just over 20. Andrew Allcock visited the UK operation’s
new location in Derby and heard about the company’s strengths, new products and latest initiatives

A

s a medium-sized firm of 400
employees globally that operates
almost totally through distribution,
David Ward, MA Ford Europe (https://is.gd/
pinigo) managing director, agrees that it is,
naturally, not as prominent as are the
global cutting tool giants, but adds: “The
competition know us really well”. And that
is because its high performance, multi-flute
end-mills and other tools deliver on the high
performance promise. Innovative cutting
tool development is rooted in the
company’s history, which CEO Robert Hill
explained at an event held in Derby in
June.
With its
cutting tool
beginnings in the
manufacture of HSS
rotary files, MA Ford
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reached a zenith in the late 1930s with a
workforce of some 300 – carbide designs
were included by then. The death of owner
Matthew Ford spurred a transfer of
ownership in 1942, while a drop in demand
post-war ultimately saw a broadening of
product and related innovation get underway
in the late 1940s, under president Mal
Morancy of the owning family.
This phase marked the Davenport, Iowaheadquartered company’s second
reinvention, in fact – the first being the
original creation of the hand-file business in
1922 by Matthew Ford and John R Brooks,
which saw Ford’s Packsnug car luggage
manufacturing business, established in
1919 (hence 100 years), make a transition.
A result of this second phase of innovation
was the Uniflute countersink, which became
MA Ford’s “first major product”, says Hill,
who worked with its
Left: one of MA Ford’s multi-flute solid
inventor, Novin
carbide cutters and, right, one of the
Butenbach. Following
latest, UK-produced ceramic end-mills
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Uniflute, another notable Butenbach
development took in the Hi-Roc drill, which
became the standard in aerospace, with
many copying the product.
The 1960s saw the company became a
major supplier of carbide drills to IBM for its
circuit board manufacturing duties
(Butenbach behind the original designs,
again), with this becoming a major business
segment for the company. The following
decade saw engineering manager Lee
Schneider convert the company’s hydraulic/
cam-driven flute grinders to computer
control, using a Data General Micro Nova
computer to produce a 5-axis machine (the
company already had a history of designing
and making its own production equipment).
A plant dedicated to the production of
circuit board drills and routers was opened
in 1979 at Vero Beach, Florida, with MA Ford
building all the CNC equipment to fill the
factory to produce the drills. It was not until
1985 that standard tool grinding equipment
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Above: An Inconel machining demonstration on the company’s new
Spinner 5-axis machining centre. The sparks flew when one of the
company’s new ceramic cutters was put to work (inset)
was procured by the company, a Rollomatic
(AGS, https://is.gd/noxulu).
But in the early 1990s, just as Steve
Morancy succeeded his father as president,
the bottom fell out of the circuit board
tooling business as major producers of
board products started to move production
offshore, with local tooling suppliers
undercutting MA Ford. Company reinvention
number three ensued, which saw a
“tremendous broadening” of product, Hill
underlines. In 2000, a custom tool operation
was established to drive development of
high performance products, working directly
with customers to solve their challenges.
“Out of that effort, 60% of our product today
has been developed by that group since
2000, including some of our leading
products, resulting from the group working
with key customers,” the CEO adds.
One of those is its range of Tuffcut XR
end-mills with variable helix and pitch, the
177 series – “one of the core products in
the company today”. The innovation was
actually rooted in 1986, but not fully
realised till later. Just after 2000, a joint
venture operation with Mitsubishi Materials
Corporation (MMC) gave MA Ford access to
MMC’s patented coatings, with that joint
venture operation and exclusive access to
coatings technology continuing today (Altima
coatings), with other coatings also
employed. These are variously applied to the
best available carbide substrates that have
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the company’s innovative
cutting geometries ground
into them (the company is
not a large enough player to
produce its own carbide
substrates, but independently and
continually verifies third-party rods).
A further tooling innovation saw the
company the first to add a seven-flute endmill to its standard catalogue range some
eight years ago, says Ward, with the latest
development now being the nine-flute 380
series XT-9 end-mill, described as a “gamechanger for Inconel machining” by the UK
managing director.
The UK operation was first set up in
1998, in Derby, moved to its previous Derby
location in 2008, with the June celebration
event taking place at the company’s new
and larger site in the same city. At more
than 8,000 m2, the two-storey facility is
almost four times the size of the previous
site, with warehousing and storage almost
three-times the size at around 370 m2 –
100,000 different part numbers are held in
stock, a value of £1.5 million of finished
stock and £2.5 million in total; there’s also
£200,000 of stock within distribution.
Same-day dispatch operates for orders
received up to 17:00 UK time, too.
In between 2008 and the latest move
was the acquisition in 2012 of Leeds-based
cutting tool manufacturer Ashton Tools,
which is today the UK operation that

manufactures specials, undertakes
regrinding and, increasingly, produces
standard products. Now called MA Ford
Custom Tools, it is dedicated to MA Ford
tooling, supporting the UK and Europe.
It already manufactures 50% of the endmill portfolio for the UK and Europe; the
Tuffcut 278 end-mill range has just been
added, while the 277 Tuffcut end-mill range
is completely manufactured in the UK (cutter
sizes in the UK generally being 1-25 mm
diameter; USA 0.127 to 32 mm).
On custom tools specifically, these
represent between 20-25% of MA Ford
Europe’s business (globally it’s
20%). Fast response to
customer requirements is
MA Ford Custom Tools’
forte, with willingness to
satisfy small batch
requirements another.
For both UK sites, longservice employees are a
feature, with Ward
underlining this as a part of
the operations’ strength –
apprentices are being trained at Leeds
to add to the workforce, too.

CONSULTANTS; NOT SALESMEN
Rather than a sales operation, today the UK
managing director sees the company more
as a consultancy, with that switch originally
spurred by the performance of a Tuffcut 177
XR tool used at a Haas Automation Open
House some many years back. Programmed
with OneCNC CAM (https://is.gd/idalum),
a 12 mm diameter cutter was run at 1xD
depth of cut, 30% step-over, 10,000 rpm
and 10 m/min feed rate in EN8. “That just
changed everything for the way we went to
market; to teach and educate our
customers. We talk more now about strategy
than we do about the tools themselves.
Others have been talking about consultancy
for two to three years, we’ve been teaching
our customers to high speed machine for 10
years,” Ward confirms, adding: “It’s the
whole package; the tooling, the way we
apply it, the way we recommend holding it,
which is so important – I don’t hear enough
people talk about that.”
This approach is today supported by
in-house expertise with both OneCNC CAM
(https://is.gd/idalum) and, for high speed
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Leap!
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industrial and collaborative robot systems,
are being showcased.
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5-axis machining work, Open Mind hyperMILL
CAM (https://is.gd/gatuno), both of which
share a common constant engagement
engine, he explains. In the new facility, this
consultancy effort has been further boosted
through the installation of a Spinner U-630
5-axis machining centre (Whitehouse
Machine Tools, https://is.gd/iyiqug) to
support customer demonstrations, while to
complement its high performance products,
it also employs Rego-Fix toolholding (https://
is.gd/ozupez). The capabilities of new, UKproduced ceramic end-mills were underlined
via a demonstration on the day of the
celebration event, cutting Inconel (image,
p28). The previously used machining
facilities at Leeds are now more focused on
developing and testing new products.
Supporting the company’s consultancydriven approach is a recently added,
soft-launched factored range of inserted
carbide milling and turning tooling under the
FordMAX name. As Ward explains: “We don’t
want to lose that focus of being the best of
what we do – something we prove day in day
out with our solid, round-shank tooling. But,
more and more, people such as Whitehouse
Machine Tools come to us with complete
parts that need to be machined in total.
If customers use other tools to, say, perform
roughing and then use our tooling and
strategies after that, there is the possibility
that they think they can substitute our tools
but employ the same high speed machining
strategies. I have seen so many people fail
that way, so I want to be able to satisfy the
whole package. We have undertaken two or
three projects so far, having extensively
tested the tooling for two years in the field,
and are now more actively promoting it to
end-users, but where supply will be through
distribution, as always.”
In a parallel initiative, the introduction of
a Leeds-produced high performance, budgetpriced range of solid carbide tooling has
been made over the past two or three years,
also under the FordMax banner. It is aimed
at lower volume, batch production situations.
“This is tooling that we know will perform
better than the competition, without the
distributor having to stand on duckboards to
deliver that,” the UK operation’s managing
director offers.
In looking ahead to future developments,
MA Ford CEO Hill observes that the number
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The FordMax range of cutters, both solid carbide and
indexable insert styles, is a recent addition
of 3D-printed parts that require machining
will increase, particularly in the aerospace
and medical sectors, and that the company
is looking at developing tools to best tackle
the machining of these. Also, that as
manufacturing technologies develop, he
cited 7-axis machining, so cutting tools must
also evolve to support them.

BIG CHANGE COMING
An area of major development will be the
materials from which cutting tools are made,
he says. “We think there is going to be a big
change in cutting tool materials going
forward. Not only in the coating
technologies, but in the carbides as well.
There haven’t been a lot of changes in the
carbide market, but there have been a lot of
changes in coating technology. We’re seeing
a lot of mixing of technologies in coating
right now and it’s producing some

All images Andrew Allcock
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phenomenal results. There will be some very
big increases in productivity with these, and
they will be hitting the market fairly quickly.”
But on carbide substrates themselves,
things won’t move so fast. He reveals that
one of the very latest innovations has been
development of a new carbide substrate that
involves seven or eight rare earth metals
engineered into the material design that will
result in “a super carbide of the future”,
although not in the next couple of years, the
CEO adds, concluding: “MA Ford is
dedicated to applying the latest technologies
and producing the newest tools and
improving productivity for our customers.”
Returning to that opening statement
about the company’s comparative profile,
Ward says: “We won’t just say we are the
best; we’ll prove we’re the best. We ask for
nothing more than that we are given a
chance to prove it.” ■
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DISCOVER MORE AT EMO
EMO 2019 will mark a new age of discovery for machine users,
with 27 state-of-the-art Mazak machines, including seven
world and two European debuts, all in live cutting action.
Productivity will be our key theme, with 15 machines equipped
with integrated automation, along with demonstrations of our
iSMART factory and IoT solutions.
Begin your journey of discovery with Mazak at EMO 2019.

www.mazakeu.co.uk/EMO2019
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Wired for production

Kevin
Price, IT
department
project
manager,
dons the
Realwear
hi-tech gear

Tucked away in the corner of Mazak’s Worcester technical centre, the company was giving a low-key
glimpse of the near future during its recent June Open House. Andrew Allcock has more

A

ll talk in the mobile phone world is
of 5G. Yamazaki Mazak (https://
is.gd/otocah) has been part of the
Worcestershire local Enterprise
Partnership’s (LEP) 5G testbed project for
industrial applications. Early results
suggest 5G could improve manufacturing
output by as much as 1 to 2%.
Mazak’s service team took part, testing
an augmented reality (AR) headset that has
a built-in HD camera and microphone,
powered by 5G. This allowed for a two-way
communication stream between Mazak’s
service department in Worcester and the onsite field engineer, meaning that engineers
can receive real-time support, wherever they
may be. It will save customers time and
money, and provide a level of service that
could only be previously achieved by having

A Quick Turn 250MSY served by
a FANUC TA-20: this adds 20 kg
capacity to the previous 12.5 kg
offering, with 35 kg next. Some 50
such installations have so far been
made in the UK and Europe. A sub£100k automation offering, this can
also serve VTN vertical machining
centres
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a second engineer on site (YouTube video:
https://is.gd/livane). The Worcester LEP
project concluded at the end of March, in
fact, but Mazak is continuing its own efforts.
At the Open House, Kevin Price, IT
department project manager, explained that
Mazak had applied the technology to three
use cases. Employing a new headset that
supports audio and HD video streaming, the
company’s field-based service engineers can
contact experts as required, wherever they
may be. The headset device, Realwear
HMT-1 from Ubimax, is an Android-based
computer that replaces a touch-screen with
an articulated micro-display that
has the effect of a 7” tablet
screen. Says Price:
“We can send a live video
stream from the wearer

[service engineer] to the expert, with that
then returned to the headset wearer,
enhanced with augmented videos, drawings,
content or workflows, whatever we want to
insert into that video stream, such that the
receiver can see it.”
The next step in this application is for the
company to select a field service engineer
with which to work more intensively, using
the headset to discover what the
advantages and benefits are, and how the
service department should be resourced, he
adds. “In two or three months, we will have
some results, but in parallel with that we are
going to supply a customer with a set,
to see how they perceive the
benefits. So, we will consider both
of those together, before we
consider a general release of the
technology.”
In addition to developing that
central idea, the company is
considering two more use cases.
One will involve one of its customers
with a large in-house maintenance
department and which knows Mazak
machines well. Explains the project
manager: “If they were to rent, buy,
servitise, whatever, one of these headsets –
the sales plan is not finalised – they could
have access to resources, such as experts,
whenever they want to for that extra bit of
help that fills the gap between what they
know and what the machine isn’t telling
them.”
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION MAZAK OPEN HOUSE’S LOW-KEY 5G MESSAGE

The new QT-Compact 300M features a new optional 24–index position turret, which
will be rolled out across the other models in the range. This new machine completes
the QT range
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Another use involves applications
engineers. “They are quite interested in
wearing the headset themselves and
actually demo-ing to a customer in the field
– all a customer needs is a Google Chrome
browser and a password-free link that is
sent, allowing them to access the call.”
The customer can see whatever the
applications engineer wants to show him via
the headset, and multiple parties can
similarly join the call via a sent link.
Interestingly, Price says that, when ready,
the company believes it can go to market
with a 4G-based offer, using a roaming SIM
that makes use of all networks. But while
4G is 99% reliable, that 1% represents
almost 15 minutes downtime a day; not
good enough to build trust in any service –
5G will see that 15 minutes/day become
3 minutes/year, he offers.
He also revealed that the company has
successfully tested a maintenance scenario
where 12 on-machine sensors plus software
can stop a machine, if, say, it is overheating. “That piece of software on the
machine might cost £30,000-£35,000 for
something that a customer might use twice
a year. An alternative is to put that software
in the cloud and pay for access. In the test,
a 5G signal was transmitted from here to a
centre in Surrey, with the command to stop
the machine transmitted back within 10 ms.
That’s what we do it in now, on premise.
That was amazing; it proved the concept.”
A further option is that customers might
buy a single licence for a service, have it onsite, but switch its use between machines or
even allow use by a subcontractor, he
enthusiastically concludes. It’s the future,
and not that far away. ■

The HQR-250MSY, a twin-turret, twin-spindle CNC turning centre specifically
developed to offer best-in-class cycle times. This model completes the range

Event news in brief

A second Quick Turn 250MSY was
shown being auto-loaded by this
FANUC collaborative robot having
7 kg handing capacity
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Industry 4.0 – Mazak’s I-Smart Industry 4.0 solution launched a couple of years ago
has been much written about but has been slower to gain traction, although
installations are growing, Machinery was told. Part of that slow uptake has been due to
the way the company initially supported it. Over the last eight months, a core team has
been created that can perform the necessary site surveys from an IT perspective, into
which Mazak’s machines can then be slotted. Maintenance – the company launched
its simplified, two-level Mazak Maintenance Care package. At the top level it includes:
accidental damage; free labour; all spare parts; 48-hour engineer onsite target; one
full, one interim service per 2,000 running hours/year (eight hours/day); and 24/7
phone support.
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Officially open
Last month, Citizen Machinery UK’s West Midlands-based ‘Turning Centre of Excellence’ saw its official
opening, with the ribbon-cutting undertaken by Citizen Machinery president Keiichi Nakajima; he also
undertook the traditional planting of a cherry tree in the grounds of the new facility

T

he UK operation’s deputy managing director, Darren Wilkins,
indicated that the new £3 million, 1,660 m2 building located
in Brierley Hill, West Midlands, had fostered a positive mood.
“The opening of this facility has captured the imagination of the
whole of UK manufacturing. Long before completion, we were
receiving inquiries about the enhanced offer and I believe the
decision by Citizen to invest in this facility has helped instill added
confidence in our Midlands-based customers. This, together with
our unique LFV [low-frequency vibration] technology, has been
instrumental in Citizen Machinery UK becoming the established UK
market leader in bar turning and further cementing Citizen as the
European market leader in sliding-head technology.
“If further proof were needed of the new centre’s impact on the

industrial machining sector, then let me add this…whilst today
marks our official opening, just last month [June] we held an industry
open event, during which the centre attracted more than 300 visitors
and business worth more than £2 million was completed.”
(See Machinery June 2019, p14 – https://is.gd/yemale.)
This latest investment in UK facilities builds on the company’s 45
years of representation in the UK, which commenced in 1974
through NC Engineering, as Keiichi Nakajima noted in his speech:
“NC Engineering has always been an important part of the Citizen
Group and over the last 45 years has played a key role in selling
Citizen machines into the UK market.
“In 2006, NC Engineering became a wholly
owned subsidiary of Citizen Group. What

 The new 12 mm bar capacity Cincom L12 Type X announced at
the official opening is intended primarily for production of dental
abutments and implants, but is also well suited to manufacturing parts
for the medical industry in general. For efficient abutment machining, a
minimum of five rear-facing endworking tool positions, including driven
stations, are required, as well as the addition of a Y2-axis to the X2
and Z2 movements on the counter-spindle to match the three degrees
of freedom on the main spindle. This level of functionality was only
previously available on larger machines, starting at 16 mm. Citizen's LFV
chipbreaking software is optional but recommended for exotic materials

 Citizen Machinery president Keiichi Nakajima plants a
cherry tree, as is traditional. Inset: Citizen Machinery UK
managing director Edward James takes part, too
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Large image Chris Wright, all others Andrew Allcock

SUPPLY SIDE CITIZEN MACHINERY UK

The new facility's 680 m2 showroom. Partner companies, such as those offering
tooling, workholding equipment and CADCAM, have set up permanent demonstration
areas. Inset (L-R): UK finance & administration director Jon Hart; Citizen Machinery UK
board member Hiromitsu Kamata; deputy UK managing director Darren Wilkins; Citizen
Machinery president Keiichi Nakajima; Councillor David Stanley; Citizen Machinery UK
managing director Edward James; Citizen Machinery UK director Toshiyuki Nagasawa
▼
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“Underpinning this success has been a
significant programme of investment in plant
and equipment, both within Japan and
beyond, including production capacity
expansion at our factories in Thailand,
Vietnam and the Philippines. We have also
expanded our sales and service provision,
notably with new technical
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solution centres in Japan and China, and a
sales office expansion in India.
“However, the investment made in this
new UK centre of excellence exceeds all of
these and is a demonstration of Citizen
Machinery’s confidence in the UK.
Whereas other machine tool builders focus
more on investing in emerging markets
such as China and India, Citizen has
always had faith in the quality of the UK
engineering industry. Therefore, it was a
simple decision on my part to commit to
investing in this new facility.” ■

Citizen Machinery UK deputy
managing director Darren Wilkins gave
an overview of the new facility, its use
and the positive impact it is already
having. He also reminded the audience
that its Bushey, Herts, location
continues to be the UK headquarters

▼

followed over the next few years, I’m sure
we are all familiar with. However, I am
pleased to say that despite the impact of
the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the
subsequent recession, Citizen Machinery UK
has continued to play a critical role as our
distribution hub in Europe, helping to grow
markets and increase market share.
“As a result, sales of Citizen machines in
Europe have increased year on year. In
2018, Citizen Machinery achieved sales of
more than €600 million, its highest ever.
To put this into perspective, it meant the
European region achieved the group’s
highest sales, even beating Japan, where
our head office is located. Citizen is now UK
market leader for sales of all bar turning
autos, including sliding-head, greatly
contributing to the growth of our business
in Europe. As a result of this performance,
we achieved our target of 1,200 units sold
in Europe last year, which is a new record
high.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION DOWN TO EARTH DEMONSTRATIONS

CIS’ High
Wycombe PPC
had Industry 4.0
technology on
view in June

Shopfloor Industry 4.0
Carillon Industrial Services (CIS) opened up its High Wycombe Productivity Proving Centre in June for a
special event that had shopfloor technology for Industry 4.0 at its heart. Andrew Allcock went along and
discovered much more than he was anticipating

C

IS (https://is.gd/uzoxin) is a company
of some 40 years standing, with High
Wycombe being one of its five
locations. Following an MBO in 1996,
managing director Bryan Clover has guided
what was a £900,000 turnover engineers’
merchant operation to become today’s £16
million turnover activity focused on precision
engineering and employing close to 70.
The company’s scope of operation takes
in the supply of workholding, tooling, coolant,
measurement equipment and many other
engineering supplies, applied in a customerfocused, full-service manner – CIS has 150
tool vending units in customers, for example,
and operates a documented, four-step
‘Product Improvement Process’ approach of
survey, recommend, validate and implement.
It was to underpin this approach that the
High Wycombe Productivity Proving Centre
operation was set up some four years ago
and which boasts a number of machine tools
– Doosan machining centre and lathe, plus a
Grob 5-axis machining centre. Says Clover:
“We needed to do this so as to undertake
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real-world tests that don’t interrupt our
customers’ production time. We also need
to know more ourselves, to be able to test
and prove, so that we can go to customers
in a more informed way, documenting
improvement offsite, so they will have
confidence.”
It is all part of a partnership approach
that has seen the company differentiate
itself by “defeating the price fight”, as Clover
puts it, with some 70% of business coming
from its partnership customer base.
“We have everything they need, the whole
bandwidth of product. We are not political;
we give the customer the best solution for
the job. We are never going to be the
cheapest, but we deliver good value,” he
underlines. Clearly successful, it is delivering
year-on-year growth of 12-17%.
Not surprising then, perhaps, that CIS has
acquired an adjacent unit at High Wycombe
that will see its Productivity Proving Centre
grow further, doubling floorspace. Already
sales and the warehouse operations have
moved there, but additional facilities will
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WillFill
automatically
manages
coolant
condition and
can send alerts
as required
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include a dedicated CADCAM set-up and more
machine tools. And the facilities will also be
used to support its partnership customers’
apprentice training needs.
So, it is against that backdrop of an outof-the-ordinary engineering supplies
distributor that the June Industry 4.0-themed
event should be seen. Boasting some 12
partners on the day, key displays were the
WillFill coolant management system and
WinTool tool management system, both
newly introduced, plus Grob’s Industry 4.0
software and CIS’ own in-house coolant
management software.
Taking that last one first, CIS Coolant
Care, developed by CIS, is a simple package
that “is written for the factory, not to sell
coolant” – CIS is a Rhenus coolant reseller.
The package is coolant-agnostic and can be
employed across multiple sites. It is
intended to aid companies maintain
compliance to HSE regulations, allowing
record keeping and the capture of data
sheets, for example. It was not a main
element of the event but provided another
interesting insight into the areas into which
CIS is expanding.

AUTOMATIC COOLANT CONTROL
As it happens, this did have a link with a
central technology presented, WillFill, an
automated metalworking fluid control
system. Shawn Reader is fronting the push
on this for CIS and also raises HSE
requirements and worker safety concerns as
likely drivers. Indeed, that has been the
direction from which most interest has so far
come, he says. In addition, he adds that
coolant is the one thing in the production
process that is not tightly controlled and so
potentially could be a factor in process
variability, particularly on critical machines
where maintenance of tight tolerances over
extended running periods is demanded.
The device has its roots in a real world
shopfloor problem. Explains Reader: “WillFill
has been developed by a traditional, fatherand-son machine shop in Belgium that
operates half a dozen 5-axis machines.
The son, Pieter Dierickx, has grown up in the
environment and is a typical engineer that
sees the world as a series of issues that
need solving. One of those concerned
problems around coolant, so he set about
providing a solution, since he couldn’t find
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Grob Machine Tools’
managing director,
Louis Hill, holds a
demo part being
machined at the
event and, inset,
showing a ‘Grob-Net4
Industry’ dashboard

anything off the shelf.” The result is WillFill,
a new-to-the-UK system that monitors,
reports on and adjusts the condition and mix
of metalworking fluid, automatically. Already
some 50 units have been supplied into the
home market since origination some three
years ago, with well-known Tier 1 companies
within that number. One issue solved relates
to a tight tolerance part running through the
night. In the morning, an operator was filling
up the coolant tank and this was affecting
tolerance, due to thermal shock. With
gradual topping up via WillFill, that was
eliminated.
Fully automatic, the WiFi-connected
equipment monitors seven parameters:
pH levels; oil/water concentration; water
hardness; coolant temperature; oil usage;
water usage; and coolant level. It responds
and provides: filling to the set level and
maintaining a defined concentration;
calibrating the sensors to the fluid and
water; an online dashboard for offsite
monitoring; a record of water and emulsion
consumption; detection of abnormal fluid
levels; and notifications about events.
Measurements can be scheduled at any
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interval desired, while the system also
constantly aerates the machine’s coolant,
keeping it well mixed. “Once initially set up,
the unit just sits there in the background,”
Reader emphasises.
The list of claimed benefits is long: tool
wear reduced; workpiece erosion and
staining eliminated; reduced emulsion and
water consumption; coolant odours reduced;
operator skin complaints cut; machine
downtime minimised; elimination of need for
outside company coolant monitoring
services; productivity and profit up; data
capture that satisfies HSE requirements;
manual mixing eliminated; plus a historical
record of condition alerts.
Reader puts figures against the benefits
by considering: the time taken to undertake
daily checks and refills across five days
(£5,200/annum @ £20/hour); sump cleaning
(oil cost of £250 + disposal cost of £200 +
eight hours @ £20/hour, giving £610 per
clean); reduction in tool spend (£400/month
reduced by 10%, giving £480/year or more,
depending on actual figures); and coolant
spend reduction (£100/month reduced by
10%, giving £120/year or more).
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WinTool manages the complextity found in many companies, being particularly useful
in environments where set-ups are frequent and processes people-dependent

In addition, other benefits take in less
scrap, re-work and operator sickness,
avoidance of coolant emergencies and a
boost to productivity. It all adds up to a likely
payback of under two years, he suggests.
Fitting the unit is simple, it just needs to
be positioned in the machine sump (there
are three lengths to accommodate different
depths), although an ancillary tank may be
required, as demonstrated on the Grob
machine (https://is.gd/ecexok) in June.
Connection to emulsion, water, shop air and
power supplies round installation off.
Another new-to-CIS offering is WinTool, an
established tool database/tool management
software system. With roots in 1980, tool
management efforts started in 1997, but
the Swiss system has had patchy support in
the UK market. There are systems installed,
however, at three major companies,
according to WinTool senior sales manager
Marc Holthuizen, who was at the CIS event.
Globally, the company has 500+ customers
on software maintenance. ‘Easy to learn’
and ‘easy to use’ are two key system
attributes he underlines.
The best targets for the system are
companies, large or small, where there are a
high number of machine set-ups and where
the process is very people dependent.
“It’s about the complexity of the workflow,
and you can have a complex workflow even
in a small company,” Holthuizen says. And
that means communication issues, he adds.
“There are two factories, the real one and
the digital one [CAD, CAM, NC program], and
you have to manage both, but the person
running the real one is not the same as the
one running the digital one. That’s a
problem, because there are communication
and trust issues between people doing parts
of the job.
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“At the end, the operator stands at the
machine and prays that the program is good,
that the tools were set up correctly and that
the measured data he entered into the
control is correct. This sort of complexity is
what WinTool is managing. We are the link
between the different people and systems in
the three key areas of planning [MES/ERP],
programming [CAM] and off-machine set-up
[tooling and fixtures].” The result is delivery
of a package of hardware and information to
a machine such that it’s a set-and-go
situation, thus maximising machine time.
Within companies, cutting tool assembly
information is employed in multiple systems
and work processes, often with information
duplicated, Holthuizen states, meaning
wasted time and potential for error. WinTool
is the central repository for tooling
information and the system that connects to
all others (there are four WinTool modules,
each integrating to three areas).
Of course, the initial challenge is to
enter, in a concentrated manner, tooling
data, as opposed to in an ad hoc manner
that companies do time and time again as
part of an inefficient repeated process.
To ease that, WinTool integrates with cloud
platforms such as Machining Cloud, but the
data is not always of highest quality,
Holthuizen offers. Another way to enter data
is to apply a stock control approach alone,
just scanning tool bar codes into the
database without toolholder information,
which is then added at the CAM stage by the
programmer, thus building full information
over time. A further method is to undertake
a single-machine approach, employing
WinTool when programming that machine,
benefiting from WinTool tool descriptions in
the program, set-up sheets and 3D tool
assembly models for collision checking, for

example. The final possibility is to employ an
outside resource to enter data.
Moving into more central and typical
Industry 4.0 territory and Grob’s UK
managing director, Louis Hill, was
highlighting the company’s GROB-Net4
Industry software. It is, he assured, aimed at
smaller firms, because larger companies are
likely to be using one of the larger platforms
that exist to support machine tool
connection and data insight. Already an
aerospace company in the UK with eight
machines (and another six on order) has
been using the software for 18 months, but
any new customer for one of Grob’s 5-axis
machining centres can benefit. Says Hill:
“Any machine we sell comes with six
months’ trial of the system.” That offer has
been live since the start of the year, in fact.
Third-party machines can also be connected,
but the level of data captured may vary.

SEVERAL MODULES AVAILABLE
Grob-Net4 Industry actually comprises 11
modules: GROB4Line connects a Grob
machine to the Internet, allowing its
monitoring and controlling via a smartphone
and supporting alert messages;
GROB4Analyze captures machine data,
identifying non-productive phases and
supporting continuous improvement;
GROB4Simulate provides a virtual machine/
machining environment model, allowing
collision-tested and verified NC programs to
be transferred to a machine; GROB4Coach
is an off-machine programming, simulation
and training solution; GROB4Interface
networks machines with other systems;
GROB4Connect links machines to ERP, MES,
PLM and TDM (tool management) systems;
GROB4Pilot supports a paperless
environment, allowing connection to other
systems and their data, such as CAM or
ERP; GROB4Automation is production control
software that controls and visualises a
flexible production cell, facilitating
automation; GROB4Track monitors machine
state, avoiding unscheduled downtime;
GROB4Care gives access to machine spare
parts; and GROB4Portal permits access to
all GROB-NET4Industry products and
solutions via one central interface.
All in all, the CIS Industry 4.0 event
demonstrated workable shopfloor solutions
to which many in industry could relate. ■
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TURNING MACHINISTS GO ROUND IN CIRCLES MORE EFFICIENTLY

Roundly
praised
Conduit fittings manufacture
cycle times slashed with Miyano,
but more to come; start-up
subcontractor gets off to flying
start with easy-to-program XYZ
Machine Tools’ technology;
industry & product news in brief

A

BB Cable Management Product,
Coleshill, has made a fundamental
change to the way it turn-mills the
cable end fittings it manufactures, following
the installation in January of a fixed-head
Miyano BNE51-MSY twin-spindle, twin-turret
turning centre supplied by Citizen Machinery
UK (https://is.gd/silefi).
Cycle time savings of up to 70% (with
more to come), reductions in manufacturing
cost, scrap and returns, plus elimination of
the need to outsource 10% of production will
combine to deliver payback within 18
months for the 51 mm bar capacity
machine. Manufacturing unit manager
Andrew Fellows describes this as “brilliant”.
Every week, 100,000 m of flexible metal
conduit and 65,000 m of nylon conduit are
supplied, predominantly to the automotive,
rail and mining industries across Europe,
the Middle East, China and Australia, while
some are destined for installation in the
parent group’s robot systems. So there is
high demand for the mainly brass fittings,
plus some stainless steel, aluminium and
plastic varieties, required at both ends of
every length of conduit.
Parts needed in large volumes are
produced in house on six cam-type multispindle autos, while the shorter runs are
completed on four single-spindle, singleturret CNC lathes and now the Miyano
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ABB Cable Management Product
is slashing cycle times with its
Miyano BNE51-MSY

twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centre, which
replaced a similarly specified, ageing model
on which one of the turrets was defective.
Comparing the performance of the latter
two lathes, Fellows states: “In the first two
weeks of the Miyano arriving we transferred
onto the new machine the manufacture of
four fast-moving products, all of which
benefitted from drilling on both end faces
simultaneously at the main and counterspindles.
“Average cycle time saving was 59%. The
largest reduction was 70% in the case of a
fitting that previously required 133 seconds
to produce. The turn-mill cycle now takes 40
seconds to complete on the Miyano.”

SUPERIMPOSED SAVINGS
Senior operator Dan Gardner adds: “We
have only taken advantage so far of cutting
with two tools at a time, but the
superimposition function in the Mitsubishi
M730VS control, coupled with Y-axis
movement of the upper turret plus X-axis
travel of the counter-spindle, allows three
tools to be in cut at the same time.
“After five days’ training from Citizen,
both on- and off-site, we carried out a time
study on a complex fitting that will see an
80% reduction in cycle time from 230 to 46
seconds.”
According to Fellows, selection of the

Citizen Miyano BNE51-MSY was down to the
capital cost being 30 to 40% less than two
alternatives considered by ABB Cable
Management Product, in line with company
policy. Lead-time from order to delivery was
also the shortest, at just 12 weeks.
From a well-established operation to a
subcontracting start-up. After 15 years of
working in the subcontract machining
environment, Michael Thompson decided
that it was time for a change. Speaking with
his now fellow directors Martin Stokoe and
Stephen Hornby, they all wanted to run their
own engineering business. The trio sat back
and planned, putting the feelers out to
identify business opportunities and, almost
12 months later, created Newcastle-based
Expert Precision Engineering.
Says Thompson: “We knew we were
making the right decision, given the skills
set that we had with myself and Martin
having extensive machining experience,
which was supplemented by Stephen’s
extensive knowledge of quality and
production management. From the outset,
we knew we would be involved in the
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machining of jobs that others maybe didn’t
want, due to their difficulty or awkward
materials, so we knew we had to invest
wisely in machine tool capacity.” That initial
investment took the form of four machines
from XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
kufaha), two XYZ TC400 turning centres
(400 maximum turning diameter) plus an
XYZ 1100 HD and an XYZ 800 HD vertical
machining centres.
Among the key reasons to choose XYZ
as a machine supplier was its use of the
Siemens Shopmill and Shopturn control
systems, along with the solid construction
of the machines with their box slideways
and overall machining capacities. “We find
that using the Siemens control we can cut
programming time in half, thanks to the
easy-to-use interface and graphics. We can
also edit those programs quickly as well,”
says Stokoe. “The rigid construction of the
machines, along with powerful spindles,
also suited the work we envisaged we
would be machining, which involves hogging
out material. In our view, the XYZ machines
can do the work of machines that would be

Expert Precision Engineering chose technology from XYZ Machine Tools to support its
new business. And success will see the firm return for more machining capacity

twice the price, so they provide excellent
value for money and cost-effective
machining, delivering savings that we can
pass on to customers.”
With no such thing as a typical batch
quantity – work for the company runs from
one-offs to more general 20-30-off batches
– the ease-of-use of the XYZ machines and
the Siemens controls are paying dividends
for Expert Precision Engineering. “Key to
our success is being able to push work
through quickly and accurately and give
customers the confidence that we will

deliver on our promises,” says Thompson.
“With the XYZ machines, we can be cutting
metal within hours of receiving an order and
with the skills we have within the business
we know that anyone can step up to the
machines and program, set and operate
them, without any issues. This ability to
deliver on-time has had a positive effect on
business and we are seeing a change in
the work we are getting, with more complex
and competitive work coming our way,
which in turn will allow us to invest further
in XYZ machines.” ■

Industry & product news in brief
■ HPC Services has invested more than £600,000 in a trio of
been introduced by the German manufacturer, Index.
Nakamura turn-mill centres from the Engineering Technology
https://is.gd/penuwu
Group (ETG). https://is.gd/osojan
■ For several months, Tornos has been launching a number of
■ Following year-on-year sales growth, Tornos UK has expanded
products that form part of its entry-level portfolio of turning
its team with the addition of three skilled engineers.
machines. Now, with the introduction of the Swiss DT13 and
https://is.gd/mujive
Swiss DT26 turning machines, a full product
■ Nine orders to the value of £2 million were
line-up is available. https://is.gd/zerime
placed at Citizen Machinery UK’s first Open
■ Iemca has introduced a new bar feeder,
House at its new Midlands turning centre of
designed to maximise productivity during
excellence in Brierley Hill. The company
unattended turning and mill-turning of larger
reports that the order total is likely to double
diameter components in single-spindle, fixedin the immediate aftermath of the event.
head lathes. https://is.gd/farafi
Attendance over the three days exceeded
■ A newly developed insert geometry for
300, a record number. https://is.gd/bucevo
grooving and parting titanium workpieces has
■ Two sliding-head, twin-spindle turn-mill
been introduced by Horn. https://is.gd/coxove
centres of 32 mm bar capacity have been
■ Walter GB has added two multi-edge tool
Upgraded CoroPlus ToolPath software systems into its range of products for grooving
added to Citizen Machinery’s Cincom
is now available from Sandvik
programme – L32-X LFV and L32-XII LFV. Both
and parting-off – the Walter Cut MX, which has
feature the firm’s patented low-frequency
Coromant
four cutting edges, for parting-off small
vibration (LFV) software. https://is.gd/cicama
workpieces up to 12 mm diameter, and the
■ A twin-spindle, 10-axis CNC turn-mill centre, the Miyano BNAtwo-edge Walter Cut GX34 for work up to 65 mm diameter.
42GTY LFV, has been introduced by Citizen for manufacturing
https://is.gd/axerut
complex components in one hit from bar stock up to 42 mm
■ Manufacturers using PrimeTurning technology from Sandvik
diameter. https://is.gd/uxowib
Coromant can now access upgraded CoroPlus ToolPath software,
■ The second generation of the G200 turn-mill centre, designed
which is designed to help accelerate operations and planning
for the complete machining of components from bar or billet, has
processes. https://is.gd/eyehud
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WITH MECWASH.
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Customers expect parts to be pristine.
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CLEANING & DEGREASING MEDICAL & FITTINGS INDUSTRIES’ DEMANDS MET
This Turbex system
is the centrepiece of
Manchester-based
Assembly Techniques’
new £1 million twostorey facility

Clean lines
Turbex cleans up at firm with medical sector ambitions; Layton
satisfies medical component maker’s requirements; Pegler opts for MecWash again,
following initial purchase 25 years ago; plus parts2clean exhibition news

T

urbex (https://is.gd/decazi) has
supplied a Pro 550 six-stage,
ultrasonic, aqueous cleaning line to
Manchester-based Assembly Techniques.
The equipment is the centrepiece of a
£1 million two-storey facility featuring a Class
ISO8 (US FED STD 209E 100,000) cleanroom
for component washing and drying on the
ground floor.
Adjacent to it is an IS07/10,000 area for
processing critical sub-assemblies for future
customers in the medical sector. On the
upper level is a white room for assembling
less critical kits that are currently supplied to
manufacturers in the analytical, food, water
and other industries.
The Pro 550, installed in October 2018,
has taken over from an older aqueous
washing system and will assist ATL in
attaining ISO13485 medical accreditation,
which it expects to achieve by the end of
October 2019.
Explains ATL director Nigel Downing: “All of
our metallic and high-end plastic components
are supplied by external contract machinists
and a large percentage of those will require
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degreasing and removal of cutting fluid
residue before assembly.
“The Turbex line is so efficient that nearly
all components, including non-critical parts,
can be processed in the equipment using a
range of semi-automatic washing cycles.”
Works manager Steve Chadwick adds:
“The line can handle multiple stainless steel
baskets simultaneously, each containing
components in batches ranging from one-off
to several thousand. It presently takes 15
minutes, on average, for baskets to visit all
six stages sequentially, without manual
intervention, but various cleaning times can
be programmed to suit customer
requirements.
“Not only will the equipment with its ultrafine cleaning capability allow us to start
supplying customers in the medical industry,
but it will also enable business expansion in
existing sectors we operate in and allow us to
grow the business further.”
Turbex won the order because it could
offer a standard six-stage system; others
would have had to configure special lines, so
were higher priced. Adaptability was also a
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strength; further stages could easily be added
to meet additional requirements, as could a
conveyor belt coupled with full automation to
replace manual handling of baskets at the
start and end of the line.
After components have been steam precleaned, a basket is taken to the input
station from where, under program control,
a transporter picks it up and moves it along
the line, immersing it in each stainless steel
tank successively. Every washing stage is
equipped with a dual-frequency ultrasonic
generator, resulting in elevated levels of ultrafine cleaning performance.
The washing process involves a pre-clean,
plain water rinse, main wash, another plain
water rinse and separate deionised water
rinses at the last two stages. The basket is
then automatically deposited by the
transporter onto the output table. Excess
water is blown off by hand using compressed
nitrogen, after which the parts are taken to a
drying cabinet and then transferred through
an air lock into cleanroom standard bags,
ready to be called up for assembly.
At another medical parts specialist, Layton
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Pegler returned to MecWash when it
wanted more degreasing capacity
Technologies (https://is.gd/zarixi) has
furnished an international client specialising
in the manufacture of precision microcomponents for the medical device industry
with a rationalised solution for cleaning,
pickle, rinsing and drying. The solution had to
manage the company’s forecast increased
throughput, whilst maintaining medical
implant cleanliness standards, as well as
providing a high degree of safety for both the
environment and operatives. Limited floor
space was a constraint.
Historically carried out on a manual ad hoc
basis employing various individual tanks and
vessels where operators manually moved
components between tanks and with
exposure time ascertained using manually
operated time clocks, the client had
embarked on a multi-million-pound investment
in new equipment to cope with a huge upturn
in business and recognised the inadequacy of
this approach, as well its hazardous nature,

because of the chemicals employed.
Customer requirements were to: process
precision micro-components, complex tubular
components and sub-assemblies to the
required medical implant standards;
rationalise the current process into a more
logical order, resulting in a shorter overall
process time; develop a drying process that
would guarantee the removal of rinse water
without staining; provide a high level of
functionality to improve process control and
data collection; introduce a reliable and
repeatable, fully automated process within
limited floor space and headroom; and
remove, where possible, human intervention
during the process and remove the extensive
risk to operators.
Layton performed extensive trials to
ensure that the objectives could be met.
Special fixturing design was developed to
hold the components to optimise the cleaning
and drying process. The system features
Hastelloy tanks to contain the hazardous
chemistries, automated chemical dosing and
data logging to satisfy the client in terms of
the overall ability of the new system to meet
the requirements of the project.
The final design resulted in a new, fully
automated, multi-stage cleaning, pickling and
drying system, suitable for use in a limited
space designed specifically to meet the
stringent documentation requirements of ISO
13485, complete with five-year warranty.

Cleaning technology fair ‘parts2clean’
‘parts2clean’ 2019 will be held from 22 to 24 October 2019 at the Stuttgart Exhibition
Center, making it the 17th edition of the industrial parts and surface cleaning fair.
Areas of current interest that affect the cleaning of parts take in new and modified
production technologies, such as the growing use of adhesive bonding, laser welding and
coating processes, as well as additive manufacturing of components. In parallel, there is
increased demand for the cleaning of workpieces made from new materials or material
combinations, as well as complete assemblies. And then there are the tougher regulatory
requirements, such as those contained in the new European Medical Device Regulation
(MDR).
“parts2clean is the perfect place for businesses to gather the information they need
for positive changes,” says Olaf Daebler, global director of parts2clean at Deutsche
Messe. “The three-day Industry Forum is a favourite destination and, therefore, a must for
visitors,” he adds. “The programme of talks, available in simultaneous translation
[German >< English], offers a wealth of valuable information about current trends and
innovations.” Organised in association with the Fraunhofer Cleaning Technology Alliance
and the German Industrial Parts Cleaning Association (FiT), this knowledge-sharing event
offers lecture-style talks and discussions on technology basics, strategies for optimising
processes and costs, quality assurance, best-practice applications, and the latest trends
and developments.
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At Doncaster-based Pegler, one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of advanced
plumbing, heating and engineering products,
another MecWash (https://is.gd/tutero) unit
has been installed, 25 years after the
company installed its first piece of equipment
from the company.
In 1994, it turned to Tewkesbury-based
MecWash for a washing system to replace its
inefficient dunk-wash machine and rotational
basket spray-wash machine. Pegler went on
to install three more MecWash systems over
the next six years.
During that time, Pegler has seen
significant growth and, like other component
manufacturers, ever increasing levels of
cleanliness are required by customers.
Based on the excellent cleaning results
achieved over the past quarter of a century,
the company chose to return to MecWash
again, installing a MWX400, one of its latestgeneration cleaning systems.
Says Steve Potts, production engineer at
Pegler Yorkshire: “With growth, we have seen
a need to increase the levels of production
and that means having a washing system
capable of keeping pace, without compromise
to cleaning results.
“The existing systems we have still work
very well and continuously maintain our high
levels of cleanliness, and have always been
durable and reliable. The addition of the nextgeneration MWX400 ensures even greater
integration with our production systems and it
can be adapted more easily for future growth.
“Most importantly, the MWX400 is
producing even higher levels of cleaning
standards than is expected. It is an
exceptional washing system that will adapt to
our future production growth and cleaning
demands. It is also highly efficient, ensuring
reduced costs.”
The MWX400 combines ultrasonics with
high flow washing, rinsing, dedicated jetting
and vacuum drying to provide the highest
quality of component cleaning and drying
available, says MecWash.
The systems are designed to process
complex and intricate machined or pressed
parts that require high standards of
cleanliness, surface finish and dryness. This
includes the removal of all types of
contamination, from soluble and mineral oils
to greases, polishing compounds, lapping
pastes and dye penetrants. ■
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A DECADE OF EXCELLENCE

Join the UK’s leading design engineers and tomorrow’s rising stars as
we unveil the winners of the 2019 British Engineering Excellence Awards
Where
The Landmark London
When
11th October 2019, 11.30am
What
Drinks reception followed
by a 3-course lunch
Host
Dr Lucy Rogers,
science author,
inventor, and a
judge on the BBC2
show Robot Wars.
Book your seat now and join us
as we celebrate British innovation
and engineering at its very best

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
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/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery
Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 (0)116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com

For all the latest news, follow us on twitter @Machinerytweets
Wanted Machine Tools

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
No it’s not.
But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment! CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
Engineering Equipment. Call us today to turn your used machines and old equipment into cash.

*07752 569191*
*Quality Used Machine Tools*
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
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Woodstock ‘94,
Saugerties,
New York; the
25th anniversary
of the orginal
1969 event

▼
First protests against
Fidel Castro’s government, set up in 1959

The Provisional
Irish Republican
Army announces a
“complete cessation
of military
operations”

▼ ▼South Africa draws
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We presage that in our introduction, although also put the most
hopeful face we can on it: “Measured by the number of people
involved, machine tool manufacture in Britain appears to be in
irreversible decline. But appearances can be deceptive.”
Trade association the Machine Tool Technologies Association
(MTTA) says that much of the recovery in the industry since the great
UK recession of the early ‘80s has been reversed. But unlike the
early ‘80s, other countries’ industries have suffered an equally
punishing recession this time, we say. Yet, while we do export 51%
of our machine tool production, the technology that we import is of a
higher technology from these likewise battered countries’ firms.
There are positive words from the MTTA and its members,
however, on new initiatives and opportunity. The UK’s largest publicly
quoted machine tool distributor and maker, The 600 Group, is citing
recovery in sales: its latest revenue figure for 1993/94 is £96.7m
(£194m today); for 2018/19 the group is reporting $65m (£53m).
In 1994, the company had just launched its 2-axis CNC lathe, the
Tornado, and it had also opened The 600 Centre, a Loughboroughbased showroom of both manufactured and factored machine tools,
the latter including Mitsui Seiki and FANUC. That activity is long
gone, but the company is still here, unlike many others we mention
in the 1994 report – somewhere around 25-30. And today, smaller
as it is, the 600 Group is seeing strong machine tool sales growth,
as we reported in our June issue, page 23 (https://is.gd/yuhuxu).
Returning to the theme of quality and another article in this August
1994 issue looks at the wider picture. Quality doesn’t just mean
making parts to drawing, it encompasses many other aspects of
business, too. The positive impact of the newly arrived Japanese car
industry in the UK is highlighted. One pressed parts maker has
received help from Toyota to up its process reliability and related
part quality and delivery credentials. Quality is now owned by those
that set and run the processes, not policed by first-off inspection
checks and patrolling inspectors. ■
Test series 1-1 in its
first tour to England
since the country’s
anti-apartheid
sporting ban

▼

▼
The Russian army leaves
Estonia and Latvia, ending the
last traces of Eastern Europe’s
Soviet occupation
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T

he BS5750 quality standard is the subject of this month’s
comment article. Predecessor to today’s ISO9000 series
(which was actually released in the UK in July 1994), it is
being lambasted as costly and bureaucratic; but BS5750 is a
prerequisite for survival, we offer. Examples of companies that have
benefited are given.
Being a light news month, the only big story concerns International
Metrology Systems (IMS), home of Ferranti CMMs, following their
namesake’s bankruptcy in December 1993 – Ferranti was the
originator of the CMM in the 1950s. IMS is now also able to provide
244361_V23_MACH_Ceratizit 28/03/2019 11:08 Page 1
service and software for the equipment, following its purchase of
ServiceTec. The split between CMM manufacture and service was
one of the quirks of the sale of parts of Ferranti’s empire. Ferranti
collapsed because a company it bought in 1987, International Signal
and Control, made its money in illegal arms sales, started at the
behest of various US clandestine organisations. Subsequent
financial and legal difficulties forced the bankruptcy.
On a technical front, a round shank toolholder where it is
impossible for the cutter to be pulled out has been patented by
Woodland Chucks’ managing director, Ken Head. Up for license, the
feat is achieved by having a very slightly tapered tool shank, the
large end being at the opposite end to the cutting edges and which
is gripped in a collet chuck. The development has been prompted by
the increasing speeds and cutting forces exerted in modern CNC
machines, says its developer.
Our cover article this month takes a
look at the British machine tool
making industry as it gears up for
growth, now that recession has
passed. We give over 10 ½ pages
to this, but coverage of the
industry will become thinner and
thinner throughout this decade.
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years ago

Quality standard’s cost under fire; Ferranti collapse fallout seen in CMM market;
CNC machines prompt toolholder innovation; British machine tool industry recovers,
for now; quality is more than a correct dimension
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